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The eloquent music of ‘Seven
Prayers of Love’ will touch your
heart…It’s an amazing collaboration
by Author Mimi Novic & Violinist
Edmond Fokker!
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An interaction with Tiffinie Nelson Julien, a U.S.
Marine Corps Veteran and founder of TNJ &
Associates, Mobile Notaries in Chicago

The international award-winning author Mimi Novic and the phenomenal
violinist Edmond Fokker have collaborated to bring you one of the most
soulful albums of all time. Seven Prayers of Love is indeed a testimony to
the rare genius of the unlikely duo. The album is a rare blend of classical
music with contemporary violin tunes. So, if you are a fan of classical
music, this is definitely a must-listen for you. But even if you are not a fan of
this genre, we would still suggest you give this a try. The soothing music will
have you hooked within the first few seconds. The album gives you the

Rendezvous with Kim Baschet, a Lead Designer
specializing in Digital Design, Interfaces, and Motion
UI.

relaxing vibes of a rainy Sunday – melodious and calming.
This album is more than just mere music. It is a spiritual journey of
enlightenment and contentment that allows you to contemplate the
wonders of your life. The beautiful tunes transcend the material realms of
time and space.
Seven Prayers of Love
Mimi Novic, Edmond Fok…

1

Dance Of Life with Vocalise

6:15

2

Sweet Soul with Souvenir de Vi…

3:36

3

Promise of Love with Largo

3:58

4

Sorrow of Tears with Meditation

4:40

5

Hidden Mysteries with Intermez… 3:37

6

Yearning with Aria

5:13

7

Unknown Path with Ave Maria

4:47

Ladies, Unleash your Inner Boss with Luxury Shades –
says Krysti, CEO of KNB Cosmetics…

Seven Prayers of Love is sure to lift your spirits and allow you to slip into a
more relaxed state. Mimi Novic has evidently put her heart and soul

The struggle that surrounds teen-life is real & ‘Wake
the F**k Up!’ is a perfect humor satire on it. Meet the
Author Barbara Long!

into crafting the most thought-provoking lyrics. The fact isn't so
surprising, considering she is an award-winning author on spiritual growth,
inspiration, and self-development. Consequently, she knows the power of
words and certainly knows her way around with them. You can just feel the
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positive energy resonating from the lyrics.
Amalia Williamson
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Mimi Novic

Danielle Knudson

She is widely considered as one of the most gifted motivational and
self-development coaches. She has the power to influence your mindset
and change your life for the better. Her methods are nothing less than lifeenhancing, and this album is nothing different.
Although the lyrics are pretty powerful on their own, Edmond Fokker has
certainly strung the most heartfelt tunes to complement them. Being a
renowned violinist, Edmond has significant exposure. From playing in royal
courts to the palaces and from war zones to the orphanages, he has never
failed to amaze people with his musical genius. He has a brilliant intuition
when it comes to music, and somehow, he always manages to create
the most balanced and harmonious tunes.

Giorgia Whigham

Natalia Rivera

Edmond Fokker

Seven Prayers of Love is no exception. The beautiful tunes just seem to
float over the lyrics. Edmond Fokker has somehow created the perfect
tunes to balance and complement the lyrics, so each track gives you a
unique feeling. The plethora of emotions is difficult to pin down exactly, but
one thing is for sure, it will make you feel something deep within your soul.
There is a saying that music is food for the soul. If that's the case, this
album is the best there is. The powerful blend of uplifting lyrics and
soothing tunes just seem to resonate from every atom of your being,
as if the words are just what your soul has been aching to say.
Seven Prayers of Love is now widely available. So, if you haven't checked it
out, we would surely suggest giving this a try.
You can check out Mimi Novic's website, Instagram, Facebook, and
Youtube channel. You can also visit Edmond's Instagram handle and his
website.

We had the pleasure of interviewing Mimi Novic a while back. You can
check out her interview here.
#AUTHOR #AUTHORLIFE #AWARDWINNINGAUTHOR #BETTERAUDS
#CLASSICALMUSIC #COLLABORATION #EDMONDFOKKER #INSPIRATIONAL
#LOVEFORMUSIC #LYRICS #MEDITATION #MIMINOVIC #MINDFULNESS #MUSIC
#MUSICIAN #SELFAWARENESS #SELFDEVELOPMENT #SELFHELP #SELFLOVE
#SEVENPRAYERSOFLOVE #SPIRITUALGROWTH #VIOLINIST #VIOLINISTLIFE
#VIOLINTUNES #WELLNESS
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! ‘Chase down your dreams’ – says
F. Scott Service, US Army
Veteran and Author of ‘Lines in
the Sand: An American Soldier’s
Personal Journey in Iraq’

Matt Burke has dished out
brilliant vibes of the Americana
genre with his latest single
‘Please Come Over’
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Get the essence of New Age
Hip Hop Music with ‘Space
Trippin’ by Young American
Rapper Zion the Don!!
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